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“Seek the LORD while He may be found, Call upon Him while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his
way, And the unrighteous man his thoughts; Let him return to the LORD,

And He will have mercy on him; And to our God, For He will abundantly pardon. 
9 For My thoughts are not your thoughts,  Nor are your ways My ways,” says the LORD.

For as the heavens are higher than the earth,  So are My ways higher than your ways, 
And My thoughts than your thoughts.   

-- see Isaiah 55: 6-11, New KJV .... a Warning from God to you,  too. 

PART 1

1
We think we are so smart   if we call GOD  evil,  unjust.
We think we know all parts as we cry:  “What about the Lost  who
never  heard of JESUS  or the Cross?

2
We're ignorant... Don't see:  God is NEVER evil, unjust.
Isaiah 55--  God speaks:  God HAS plans,  REACHES to the Lost.  In
Justice,  God will take care of such people!

PART 2

3
What's so hard to understand?  We all KNOW from Math equations:
Some math CAN'T be answered,  cause  we  DON'T  YET  HAVE  all  facts.

CHORUS    (after each verse)
True intelligence accepts that  in our ignorance,  WE'RE MISSING FACTS.
Math equations can-NOT all be solved.  >>> That doesn't mean they are wrong!
Faith sees evidence and concludes,   as seen in [Chapter]  Eleven of Hebrews:

We  trust  EVIDENCE  all our Life....... 
God CLEARLY gives us Evidence:  Romans 1.

4
What's so hard to understand?  We've seen the same in STARS  and PHYSICS:
Always Time for knowledge must wait,  for   we  DON'T  YET  HAVE  all  facts. 

5    [ for centuries ],
We see this in the Internet!  Power WAS there       ^ but we did not get
knowledge of computers. >>> Even Now,   we  DON'T  YET  HAVE  all  facts. 


